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Administrative things

I Sign in to Arkaive.com (course code: 84ST)

I If not working, sign in up front

I Problem set #4

I Due end of class, Thursday 11/2

I Available on course website tomorrow

I Exam #2

I Thursday, 11/9

I Covers material from 10/10–11/7

I Same format as exam #1
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Roadmap

I Past: Motives for firms to produce abroad

I Horizontal reasons (market access)

I Vertical reasons (factor cost differences)

I Some mixture of the two

I Focused on the firm

I Up next: The impact of FDI on the host country

I How are local firms affected?

I Should governments encourage inward FDI?

I Today: Focus on productivity in host country
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Productivity

I How well a firm changes inputs into outputs

I More productive firms produce more output per unit of inputs

I Why do we care about productivity?

I High productivity generates “rich” countries

I The Solow growth model shows us this

I MNEs are big and productive

I How do they affect productivity in the host country?
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Measuring productivity

I Cobb-Douglas production function for plant i

yi = ϕikαi `
1−α
i

I y = output; k = physical capital; ` = labor; α = parameter

I ϕ = total factor productivity (TFP)

I With data on y, k, `, and α, compute productivity

ϕi =
yi

kαi `
1−α
i

[In our model: no capital, α = 0]
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Productivity

I Total factor productivity best (not perfect) measure

I Capital can be difficult to measure

I Other measures [easier to find data]

I Real value added per worker

I Real sales per worker
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Average productivity

I How productive is a country?

I How productive is an industry?

I Often asked by policy makers:

I How will policy X affect productivity in my country/industry?

I These are statements about the average productivity in a

country/industry

I How do we measure average productivity?
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Computing average productivity

I Suppose we have three types of firms

I High productivity, medium productivity, low productivity

I ϕ3 > ϕ2 > ϕ1

I Distribution over the three types

I f3 = share of all firms of type 3

I f2 = share of all firms of type 2

I f1 = share of all firms of type 1

I f1 + f2 + f3 = 1

I Average productivity

ϕavg = f1ϕ1 + f2ϕ2 + f3ϕ3
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Fewer low-productivity firms
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Two kinds of productivity effects

1. Composition effects (changes in f )

2. Spillover effects (changes in ϕ)
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Composition effects
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US manufacturing productivity

Figure 3. Kernel Density Estimates of Firm Productivity Distribution
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Multinational premium

I MNE premium = avg(xmne)/avg(xdom)

Country MNE premium Source

Chile 15% (va/worker) Ramondo (2009)
Morocco 20% (ouput/worker) Haddad and Harison (1993)
U.K. 6–22% (va/worker) Griffith (2009)

Girma, Greenaway, and Wakelin (2001)
U.S. 94% (va/worker) Doms and Jensen (1998)
U.S. 50% (va/worker) Flaaen (2015)
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MNEs are more productive

I Productivity distribution for MNEs to the “right” of domestic firms

I There are a greater number of more-productive MNEs

I Our heterogenous firm model generates this pattern
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Profits and productivity
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I Which firms export? Which firms become MNEs?
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Increasing MNEs in a country

I Increases share of firms with high productivity

I Increases competition for local firms

I Least efficient firms close

I Decrease share of firms with low productivity

I These effects increase average productivity in the country
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Two kinds of productivity effects

1. Composition effects (changes in f )

I MNEs more productive than local firms

I Increase competition

I Change in types of firms in production

I Aggregate productivity increases

2. Spillover effects (changes in ϕ)
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Spillover effects
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MNE interactions with other firms: flow of goods

local suppliers

multinational

local distributors
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Spillovers through backward linkages

I Backward link: Changes in upstream firms from MNE interactions

I Change inventory methods

I Improve quality for use in MNE

I Provide technology or training to upstream firms

I Could be formal or informal

I Formal: License a technology to upstream firm

I Informal: Demonstrate new techniques, employment turnover

I More important when more MNE inputs are from locals
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What benefits do MNEs provide?

I Interviews with local Czech firms (25 companies reporting)

firms reporting of which
assistance required fee

advance payment & financing 14 2
leasing/lending machinery 7 2
employee training 7 1
quality control 5 1
business strategy 5 0
supplying inputs 2 1
production technology 3 1
organization of production lines 3 1
finding export markets 3 1
license for new technology 2 1
financial planning 2 0
machinery maintenance 2 1
inventory management 1 0

Source: Javorcik and Spatareanu (2009)
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Walmex (Walmart de México)

I 1991: Walmart enters Mexico through joint venture

I 1997: Walmart become majority owner

I 2001: Walmex accounts for half of Mexican retail
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Walmex locations 1993

must offer their goods atWalmex's dictated prices or less; others are
free to choose any price.

5. The outcomes of firms' investments in quality improvements are re-
alized, and the industry takes on a new state.

6. The next period begins.

3.1.1. The profit function
To develop firms' profit functions, we begin with a logit demand

system that allows for a retailer effect. Let It denote the set of incum-
bent firms in period t, each of which produces a single, differentiated
product. Also let firm j's product have quality or appeal level ξjt rela-
tive to goods outside the industry of interest,6 and (suppressing time
subscripts) express the net indirect utility of product j for the ith con-
sumer as:

Uij ¼ θ1 ln ξ j

� �
þ βwwj þ θ2 ln Y−P j

� �
þ ϵi j

de f U j þ ϵi j: ð1Þ

Here βw N 0 measures the extra appeal of product j when it is
available at Walmex, wj is a dummy variable that takes a value of
unity if producer j sells through Walmex, Y is the (exogenous) ex-
penditure level of a typical household, and ϵij is a Type I extreme
value disturbance that picks up unobserved idiosyncratic features
of consumer i.

The assumption that βw N 0 captures the advantages of shopping at
Walmex from the perspective of Mexican consumers. As discussed in
ANTAD (2003), these consumers consider hygiene, low prices and vari-
ety to be key considerations when deciding where to shop. Relative to

most traditional stores, Walmart offers a preferable option in all of
these dimensions. Further, especially in large cities where congestion
is a major problem, the opportunity to access a large variety of products
in the same place is important. Finally, βw also serves as a reduced-form
way to capture the positive effects of Walmex on suppliers' profits, due
especially to low delivery costs and dependable payments for goods
sold.7

Assuming that each consumer purchases a single unit of the product
that gives her the highest indirect utility, and letting the mass of con-
sumers be measured by M, it is well-known that Eq. (1) implies that
the total demand for product j is

QD
j ¼ M � hj

where:

hj ¼ h j w;P; ξjð Þ ¼
exp U j

h i
X

‘ exp U‘
� �þ 1

; ð2Þ

w= {wj|j ∈ I}, P= {Pj|j ∈ I}, and ξ= {ξj|j ∈ I}. Note that this formula-
tion implies that each supplier either sells through traditional retailers
or through Walmex, but not both. While this is not entirely realistic, it

6 Quality in thismodel is simply an index of product demand, controlling for price. So ξjt
may be thought of as responding to investments in either advertising or product
improvements.

7 Holmes (2011) also uses a logit specification, but for several reasons, he assumes that
shopping at Walmart is less appealing than shopping at local alternatives, particularly in
densely populated areas. First, his model is designed to characterize Walmart's profits
rather than those of its suppliers, so he is not trying to capture the scale economies in
reaching customers that Walmart suppliers enjoy. Second, since he is interested in esti-
mating his demand system, he is controlling for the region-specific demographic charac-
teristics that make Walmex relatively popular in Mexico.

Fig. 1. The location of Walmex stores in year 1993.

4 L. Iacovone et al. / Journal of International Economics 95 (2015) 1–15

Source: Iacovone et al. (2015) 23



Walmex locations 2007

will be close to the truth in markets where local retailers and Walmex
are both present, since the latter will underprice the former and capture
most of the market for the products it carries.

Several additional assumptions keep themodel tractable. First, firms
differ in terms of their product appeal, but not in terms of their marginal
costs (hereafter denoted C).8 Second,Walmex's maximumprice offer to
any supplier j—hereafter denoted P j—depends upon ξj according to:

P j ¼ P0 þ θ3 ln ξ j

� �
; θ3N0: ð3Þ

This specification implies that the improvements in product appeal
ease Walmex's price ceiling, while reductions in appeal relative to
the outside good force firms to cut their prices, as discussed in
Section 2 above. Third, in addition to the pricing constraint (3), we
assume that Walmex imposes a minimum appeal standard on all its
suppliers: ξ j≥ξ∀ j∈W1, where W1 = {j|wj = 1, j ∈ I} is the set of sup-
pliers who do business with Walmex. Finally, we assume that there
are no sunk costs associated with starting or stopping a Walmex rela-
tionship. This implies that suppliers choose their retailers period by
period without worrying about the implications of their current choices
for their future retailing options.

Generalizing Berry (1994), theWalmex-constrained Bertrand–Nash
price vector P(w) = {Pj(w)}j ∈ I solves the system of pricing equations:

P j ¼
C þ

Y þ θ2C 1−hj

� �
1þ θ2 1−hj

� � wj ¼ 0

min P j;C þ
Y þ θ2C 1−hj

� �
1þ θ2 1−hj

� �
0
@

1
A wj ¼ 1

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð4Þ

where hj is the share function (2) evaluated at (w, P, (w), ξ). The asso-
ciated profits for the jth non-Walmex firm are

π j wj ¼ 0 w− j; ξ
���� �

¼ P j wð Þ−C
h i

� hj �M

wherew−j=(w1,w2,…,wj − 1,wj + 1,…,wN) collects the retailing de-
cisions of all firms except firm j.9 Analogously, if firm j were to switch
from traditional retailers to Walmex, and all other firms were to stick
with their initial retailing choices, j would earn operating profits:

π j wj ¼ 1 w− j; ξ
���� �

¼ P j w
0� �
−C

h i
� h0j �M

wherew′={w1,w2,…,wj − 1, 1,wj + 1,…,wN} and hj
' is the share func-

tion (2) evaluated at (w′, P(w′)). Firms' retailer choices are Nash equi-
libria so, given the choices of other supplier firms, no firm will wish to

8 Investments in cost reduction respond to the same Schumpeterian forces that drive in-
vestments in product quality/appeal.Whilewe shut themdown inourmodel, wewill look
for them in the econometric analysis that follows.

9 In principle, the jthWalmex suppliermightwant to price at less than the ceilingP j.We
check that noWalmex supplier does better at a price below its ceiling in each equilibrium
we calculate.

Fig. 4. The location of Walmex stores in year 2007.

6 L. Iacovone et al. / Journal of International Economics 95 (2015) 1–15

Source: Iacovone et al. (2015)
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Walmex (Walmart de México)

I 1991: Walmart enters Mexico through joint venture

I 1997: Walmart become majority owner

I 2001: Walmex accounts for half of Mexican retail

I Walmex introduces new technology to Mexico

I Improvements in warehousing, distribution

I 2007: Walmex only retailer using computerized sales and

inventory tracking

I What is the impact on Mexican suppliers?

I Iacovone et al. (2015) interviews suppliers
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Walmex and backwards linkages

I Advantages to supplying Walmex

I Access to a large market

I Walmex pays on time (decrease uncertainty)

I Low distribution costs

I Disadvantages to supplying Walmex

I Walmex has large bargaining power

I Must make investments in technology to meet Walmex

requirements (e.g. packaging technology)

I Reduces prices as goods become less popular
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Walmex and suppliers

I How did suppliers respond?

I High cost suppliers do not get Walmex distribution; face stiffer

competition; some fail

I More efficient suppliers get larger market share through

Walmex, but must keep up with Walmex price pressure

I Increased incentive to innovate both products (new or better

kinds of goods) and process (new or better ways of producing)

I Firms upstream from Walmex improve → backward linkage spillover

I Retailing and distribution in Mexico are more efficient
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MNE interactions with other firms: flow of goods

local suppliers

multinational

local distributors
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Spillovers through forward linkages

I Forward link: Changes in downstream firms from MNE

I Create and expand local distributors

I Provide better inputs for downstream producers

I Could be formal or informal

I More important when MNE sells more in domestic market

I Almost no evidence that forward linkages are important
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Evidence of spillovers in Lithuania

I Javorcik (2004): Study firm-level data in Lithuania

I Increase in MNE activity as Lithuania transitions to market economy

I Look for upstream and downstream spillovers

I Backward linkage spillovers

I Do firms that produce goods used in industries with “many”

MNEs have higher productivity?

I Forward linkage spillovers

I Do firms that use goods produced in industries with “many”

MNEs have higher productivity?
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Evidence of spillovers in Lithuania

I Find evidence of backward spillovers

I Find no evidence of forward spillovers

I Developing countries more export oriented

I Backward spillovers are stronger in join-ventures compared to

“greenfield investment”

I Local partner in joint venture has easier time finding local

suppliers [selection vs. spillovers]
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Two kinds of productivity effects

1. Composition effects (changes in f )

I MNEs more productive than local firms

I Increase competition

I Change in types of firms in production

I Aggregate productivity increases

2. Spillover effects (changes in ϕ)

I MNEs make local firms more productive

I Backward linkages with local input suppliers

I Forward linkages with local distributors
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MNEs and host country productivity

I How does FDI affect the average productivity of the host country?

I Two channels: composition and spillovers

I Composition: More high-productivity firms

I Spillovers: Local firms become more productive

I Composition effects predicted by heterogenous firm models

I Spillovers

I Backward linkages to local suppliers

I Forward linkages to local distributors

I Backward linkages strong, forward linkages weak
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